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Faculty fear administrative control

Administration approves use
of closed faculty files
by Glenn W. Chiott
News Editor
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Confident Loggers were geared up for an easy victory over the PLU Lutes Saturday. but Logger fans faced the
staff photographer.
disappointment of a PLU upset. See story p. ii. Photo by Peter Paulson, Trail
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The use of closed files in the tenure
evaluation system results, from the
adoption of a new Faculty Code in
spring 1983. Many faculty members
believe the use of closed files in the
tenure evaluation process runs directly
contrary to the basic principles of
UPS. The trustees and administration, however, insist closed files are
the best evaluation method available.
For several years, the faculty and
the Board of Trustees have debated
the Faculty Code. The evaluation process for tenure and promotion
especially has been a focus for debate.
In 1978-79, the Faculty Code was

amended so that Faculty members'
evaluation files, previously confidential, were open to inspection by the
evaluee.
In the 1972 Faculty Code, the advancement committee had access to
secret files and confidential letters
concerning those professors undergoing evaluation. Many members of the
faculty consider this aspect of the code
a violation of the university community 's purpose and principles. In 1978,
the faculty members obtained the
right to review the materials in their
own files. In 1982 the issue surfaced
again, with the Board of Trustees insisting on closed files. In the spring of
continued on page 3

Students intern at Western State Hospital
by Sharlene Graham
Trail Staff Writer

Most of the patients in this ward
are fifty-five or older. They are afflicted with anything from
Alzheimer's disease to severe
schizophrenia, and the incontinent
ones require constant checking and
cleaning by trained staff members.
The adult psychopaths and sex offenders are off in another part of the
hospital, but you don't worry because
they don't come under your jurisdiction. Your off-campus work-study job
description lists you as an ''institutional aide" and your responsibilities
are confined to the Geriopsychiatric
Medical Unit (GMU) here at Western
State Hospital.
Acquiring such a position at WSH
is only one of the practically endless
possibilities open to UPS students
looking for off-campus work-study
employment. Ron Albertson, UPS
Job Developer explains that this
school has held contracts with such
employers as Weyerhaeuser
(specifically, a computer programming
job this summer), credit unions,
Tacoma public schools, the county
planning department, accounting
firms, and of course those related to
the health sciences, such as Western
State.
Russ Moore, a senior at UPS, and
Sandra Newkirk, a sophomore at PLU

(which has a similar contract with the
hospital) are currently holding down
work-study positions as Geriatric institute counselors at Western State
and were able to give interesting accounts of what such a job entails.
"As a student aide, you basically lead
two kinds of patient groups: reality
orientation and group skills," says
Moore. ''In reality orientation, you
sit and have a conversation with the
patients in which you keep repeating
the day and date and referring to them
by name in order to get them adjusted
to the present and stimulate mental
activity. Group skills is generally for
higher functioning patients. This is
where five to ten patier and a fulltime staffer discuss current events and
school subjects—like
geography—running it along the lines
of a classroom." Some clerical work
is also required, as well as charting
observations and sitting in on treatment planning conferences.
Most of the patients are, of course,
over fifty-five. Organic brain syndrome and manic-depression, as well
as severe retardation for some of the
younger ones specially placed in
GMU, are not uncommon disorders.
Physically, they are as well as can be
expected, although, as Newkirk
states, ''Incontinent patients can be
troublesome; but the cleanliness is excellent, thanks to the regular staff. Of

course, we can help with some of the
physical aspects of patient care, like
loosening and stretching exercises,
because most of them sit all day and
we have to make sure they function
properly."
One of the stipulations of offcampus work-study is that it be
educationally related or associated
with the career interests of the student. Moore, who has been working
at WSH since May 31st and intends
to work through the school year, is a
psychology major. Newkirk, who has

been working at the hospital since
mid-summer and would like to work
there as long as possible, is a medicine
major. ''I heard about the position
and decided I could use the experience—and I wanted to be able to
work with people and see the
results.
When asked for an insider's viewpoint on the state mental health facility, both students gave similar
responses, acknowledging the problems but praising the efforts of the
continued on page

Japanese government
off ers scholarships.
The Consulate-General of Japan
announces that the Japanese Government (Monbusho) offers scholarships
to students of American citizenship
who wish to study at a Japanese
University as research students under
the Monbusho Scholarship Program
for 1984.
The aim of this is to give opportunities to American students wishing
to continue their studies at a University in Japan and to give necessary
assistance and cooperation in pursuing
these studies, thus promoting international exchange in the fields of educa-

tion, science and culture and contributing to the mutual understanding
and cooperation between Japan and
the United States.
The deadline for applications to be
submitted is Monday, October 3,
1983. A Japanese language test and
interview will be held on Saturday,
October 8, 1983.
For further details, please contact
the Consulate-General of Japan:
3110 Rainier Tower, 1301 5th
Ave., Seattle, WA 98101, (Phone:
206-682-9107).
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El and comment
LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Trail article criticized
Dear Editor:
Our congratulations to Steve
Harvey for drastically improving the
writing quality over last year's
paper. Also, thank you Eric Clarke,
of production staff, for making the
paper aesthetically pleasing.
However, some of us who attended the Lake Wilderness Conference
found some discrepancies in the
Trail's article covering the retreat.
First of all, there was not an
"overwhelmingly positive response"
towards the White Paper. There was
an enthusiastic reception to the
retreat itself, but this did not undermine the concerns of both students
and faculty towards this document.
The Trail article insinuates that
debate will have "questionable" effect upon the White Paper's ultimate
form. The Student Life Committee
and its task forces are collecting information and Dodson repeatedly
stated at the Conference that the
White Paper is not finalized. The entire purpose of the White Paper is to
stimulate discussion and ideas.
The article slams Dodson for
concealing copies of "The Logical
Next Step." Dodson was not anxious
to mail the copies to students
because little of its contents pertained directly to the White Paper.
However, he stated copies are
available for student perusal in his
office.
"The other four proposals:
Greek Rushing, Faculty Involvement, Academic Advising, and Program Houses went virtually unopposed ..." This excerpt taken from
the Trail is totally incorrect.
The whole article downgraded th
efforts of the University to get both
student and faculty input. In short,
the article could have been
presented in a more objective light.
We think this will be more conducive to enlightened campus
discussion.
Our congratulations for an otherwise fine paper!

David Pritchard
Todd Finley

Voluntarism needed
Dear Editor:
One of the legitimate complaints
often lodged against the university
system (beyond usual ones about
painfully high costs) is that while
one of its aims is to prepare students
for life in the "real world", it actually offers them little real exposure to
it. So while we attend college to expand our minds, we can end up with
fairly limited concepts of the world
around us—some encompassing litIe more than campus, home, and an
area of post-graduate employment.
In answer to this predicament, the
Community Volunteer Center,
Career Development Center and

-

Chaplain's Office are sponsoring INVEST YOURSELF: A COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT FAIR. The involvement fair will provide students with
the opportunity to meet with
representatives from approximately
35 local and national volunteer
organizations. Programs for postgraduate, summer, and current parttime work will be represented, offering a broad range of possibilities in
areas ranging from international
development to local rape relief.
Laurel Brown, an intern with the
Chaplain's Office, herself a
volunteer here through the US-2 Mission Program, is excited about what
the fair has to offer. "We hope to expose students to ways that they can
be involved in meeting the needs of
a larger community and how, in
return, they can benefit from a
period of service upon graduation,"
Brown says. "Among other things,
we believe that students can make
better career decisions when exposed to some alternatives to the more
traditional jobs."
At INVEST YOURSELF, interested
persons will have an opportunity to
talk to representatives about requirements, training and placement
possibilities in various programs.
Brown encourages not only
students, but faculty and staff as
well to attend. She adds, "Even if
you are not able to volunteer, you
can become more aware of existing
needs in the global community."
The fair will be held on Thursday,
Sept. 29 from 11 am. to 2 p.m. in the
Snack Bar area of the SUB. Plan to
drop by!

Linda Pope

Central America ignored

El Salvador, Chile, Guatemala, et al
are literally under the gun, a gun
which, to our national shame, was
provided through the efficacy of
United States aid. In El Salvador
alone, former U.S. Ambassador to
that country (Deane Hinton) reports,
"... perhaps as many as 30,000
Salvadorans have been murdered,
not killed in battle, murdered, since
1979." (Boston Globe, January 21,
1983). And I am personally ashamed
and deeply angered that the taxes I
pay because of the allegiance I freely owe my country go in part to
finance this insanity.
We must not as a nation repeat
the mistake we have made time and
again of continuing to bolster an unpopular and openly anti-popular
regime such as Mr. Magana's in El
Salvador. And we must not as individuals remain complacent and
unconcerned, imagining that if we
don't hear about it, it isn't there. The
problem is not on the front page today, you may not hear the details at
eleven, but it is there, it does matter,
and it's not going to go away.
Yours truly,

With great fervor the freshman
goes to the Fieldhouse. He enters. He
sees a large red arrow and the
ominous words: Freshmen Only.
With increasing uneasiness he
follows the arrows. Only when he
finds himself standing in a line
reminiscent of the Bataan Death
March does he realize that he is indeed Beyond the Turning Point.
Seriously, after having two formal
inductions to UPS, the third, Convocation, seems unnecessary and
redundant. A single ceremony would
be sufficient and would have greater
attendance. The money spent on a
guest speaker and decorations could
have been used to finance a fulllength lecture that more people
would have attended. We appreciate the efforts and consideration of the faculty in organizing this
event, but we believe it is an effort
that could have been better applied
in other areas.

Langlow House

Dear Editor:

Letters to the editor are welcome, but must
be typed and signed, and are due in the Trail
office by noon on the Tuesday preceding
publication. The editor reserves the right to
edit all non-essential material which does not
affect content. Letters will be printed on a
space available basis.

Picture, if you will, a freshman.
Alone. Confused. In search of his
place in life. And now, picture, if you
will, the R.A. Godlike, father-like, allknowing. He inspires blind loyalty
and unquestioning faith in the
freshman. And now ... the dilemma.
How does the freshman find his
place at UPS? Enter the R.A. "Go, my
son, to Convocation. There you will
find your place. On this pilgrimage
you will meet many like yourself."

"Understanding Anorexia," a
clinic sponsored by St. Joseph's
Hospital, will be held on September
30 and October 1. The clinic is structured to accommodate professionals
dealing with the problem of anorexia
as well as to provide information on
the disease to the public.

Liz Collins

Convocation unnecessary

To the Editor:
It is a sign of this age of instantaneous communication and media
blitz in which we are awash that latebreaking headlines and "top stories"
tend to push important on-going
concerns to the back page of our
collective consciousness. Can it be
that the horrific end of Flight 007
and the plight of U.S. Marines in
Lebanon have diverted popular concern from American foreign policy
in this hemisphere? I cannot believe
it.
To speak lightly of what the
U.S.S.R. has done and what it is trying to pull off in the way of a worldwide stonewall would be callous in
the extreme, and this is not my intent. Similarly, the deepening involvement of United States armed
forces in Lebanon is a matter of
deepest national import and merits
concern. What worries me is that the
issue of United States involvement
in Latin America has been relegated
to the back burner, and this we cannot allow.
As we breathe the free and fine air
of this happy land the citizenries of
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First ASUPS Senate Session convenes
by Glenn W. Chiott
News Editor
Business Vice President Dan
Cummings announced the final figures
from the 1982-83 fiscal year during
the first Senate meeting of the new
academic year.
According to Cummings,
ASUPS finished the 1982-83 fiscal
year on a very sound financial basis.
Due to a higher-than-projected enrollment, revenue was greater than had
been originally budgeted. ASUPS
finished the fiscal year with a carryover of approximately
$19,308.94, enabling it to pay off
the final installment of the debt owed
to the University a year early. Due to
the early settlement of the debt and
the carryover from fiscal '82- '83,
ASUPS now has approximately
$23,000 in the contingency fund for
fiscal '83-'84.
The Senate discussed the

PEACE
CORPS

ramifications of the ASTCC resolution, passed last May after the UPS
academic year had been concluded,
which prohibits ASTCC and ASUPS
from co-sponsoring events. According to UPS Activities Director Semi
Solidarios, TCC programs would still
like to cooperate with ASUPS,
regardless of the resolution. 'They
[TCCJ call all the time. It's really
sad," commented Solidarios. The
consensus of the Senate seemed to be
that the resolution was more of an inconvenience, rather than something
which would seriously harm ASUPS.
ASUPS President John Pitcher
stated that he wanted to get to the
issue at hand—the morality of the
UPS investment policy. "I d like to
put ASTCC aside—forever if possible,'' said Pitcher. ''I don't think
that ASTCC should be an issue
here." Pitcher believes that
ASTCC's actions are totally irrelevant

Special Work
For Special People

olu 11 tCC11, are

grani . nt roduci ng better agricu I-

people pretty much like you. Peopie with commitment and skills who
have assessed their lives and decided
they want to be of service to others
in a troubled world.
The problems our volunteers
deal with overseas aren't new. Such
as the cycle of poverty that traps one
generation after another because
they're too busy holding on to get
ahead. The debilitating effects of
malnutrition, disease, and inadequate shelter. Education and skills
that are lacking, and the means to
get them too.
Your college training qualifies
you to handle more of these problems than you might think. Such as
teaching nutrition and health practices; designing and building bridges
and irrigation systems; working on
reforestation and fisheries pro-

tural techniques; advising small
businesses and establishing cooperatives; or teaching math and science
at the secondary level.
The number of jobs to do is
nearly as great as the number of volunteers who have served since 1961:
Nearly 90,000. More volunteers are
being chosen now for two-year
assignments beginning in the next
3-12 months in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.
Our representatives will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities
with you.

eaee ( orp

Information Booth:
Mon., Sept. 26
SUB, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Film Seminar:
Mon., Sept. 26
Library Basement, L- 1 7
Noon - 1 p.m. Public invited.

The Toughest
Job You'll
Ever Love
Interviews:
Mon., Oct. 3
Career Development Center
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
(Sign up in advance required,
bring completed application)

and that the issue should be decided
on its own merits. Pitcher also said
that UPS should look into the ethics
not only of investing in South Africa,
whether directly or indirectly, but in
other countries with poor humanrights records.
The senators agreed that some
more research should be done on the
issue, with open forums to be held
sometime in October.
The former editor of an opposition
South African newspaper will be
speaking at UPS on October 24. The
Trustee Finance committee is also expected to meet in October.
Senator Laura Kane raised the

Files Closed
the faculty adopted a new faculty code, with the provision that all
tenure evaluation files would be kept
confidential.
The Faculty Code contains regulations governing the evaluation process
This sixty-five page document covers
such subjects as academic freedom,
the role of professors, promotion; in
short, it is the playbook for the UPS
faculty.
The reasoning behind the trustee's
desire for confidential files is contained in a memorandum from Norton
Clapp, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees: ''... it is essential that we
have an evaluation process that allows
us to:
give appropriate, candid, and
constructive feedback to faculty
members so that they can reach their
full potential, and
grant tenure and promotion only
'83,

subject of rape on campus. Stating
that she had been informed that four
rapes had occurred on campus within
the last two weeks, Kane asked if
other members of the Senate had been
informed of the alleged rapes. Kane
also wondered why Safety and Security has said nothing about the incidents. Kane feels that Safety and
Security should at least make the student body aware that a problem exists.
Note: Director of Safety and Security
Allan Raymaker states that no rapes
have been reported on the UPS campus, either to his office or to the
Tacoma Police Department.

to the finest faculty members .... In
our view confidential letters are by far
the best method to obtain an honest
and accurate assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of those being evaluated. Without these the process becomes less effective. "
Dean Thomas Davis, in a
memorandum addressed to all faculty,
states that many faculty members are
reluctant to write candid letters when
the files are open. Davis gives the
following specific reasons:
"untenured faculty members
believe themselves to be vulnerable
and fear reprisal when they are considered for tenure.
''even a tenured faculty
member... may fear a similar reprisal"
when being considered for promotion.
faculty may not want to jeopardize
friendships
faculty may not wish to create fric-

Western State interns
staff. Says Moore: ''The major problem has to be lack of funding—like
everyone else. It seems to be
understaffed and has had quite a few
admissions recently. But generally the
people who work there are very caring
and sensitive to the patients' needs."
"I don't think the publicity is fair,"
says Newkirk. ''You're always hearing about the escapes, the overcrowding. You never hear about the
successes—all the people who come,
who respond, and who leave to lead
normal lives. It's not a perfect system
by far, but with the amount of staff
they have, it runs pretty well.
The work-study program with
WSH has been in existence for several
years and, according to letters received by the Student Employment
Center, the hospital has expressed
complete satisfaction with its UPS
work-study students. ''At least seven
or eight [students] worked there this

summer," says Albertson, ''after a
wage hike had been negotiated which
raised the pay from minimum wage to
$5.00 an hour. Overall, about 75
students were involved in off-campus
work-study this summer—some at up
to $10.00 an hour. The projection is
for over 100 this year.''
Where does this lead in the future,
so far as off-campus work-study is
concerned?
"Everywhere,'' concludes Albertson. ''Marketing efforts are being put
together to inform prospective
employers of the program. And
because off-campus work-study is
state funded, these employers are
reimbursed 65 percent of what they
pay the students, so they can screen
potential employees and cut recruiting
costs at the same time. Then too,
eligible students can develop their
own work-study situations to suit
their individual needs. It's really a
growing program.''
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Overman opposes 'academic herpes'
continued from page 3

that the university should have "open
files so that each 'defendant' will be
protected by having access to all the
evidence."
English professor LeRoy Annis emphasizes the lack of due process in the
system with closed files. In a closedfile system, Annis says a faculty
member has no chance to rebut any
inaccurate charges made in his file,
since he or she does not know the
specifics of the charge. Annis believes
everyone should have his day in
court, and that the dosed-file system
does not allow this. Vindictive and
retaliatory statements can be made in
a dosed-file system much more easily
than in an open-file system, Annis

tion within their department.
Davis goes on to say that "confidential files will ensure candid and
thorough evaluations in all department :'
In a memorandum entitled "A
Short Discourse Opposing Academic
Herpes (otherwise known as the
'closed-file system evaluation')''
Religion professor Richard Overman,
accuses the administration of attempting "to shiftcontrol of the tenure and
promotion process towards the administration and trustees." In a
separate memorandum Overman
points out the adversarial relationship
the UPS system has. Overman states

believes. Annis argues that the faculty
should be open and honest with each
other. He believes that a free society
has no business keeping secret files on
anyone. Annis believes the issue is a
matter of principle. He says that he
will not participate in the evaluation
process as long as the closed-file
system is in operation. Annis took a
similar stance when the dosed-file
system was in operation before, and
was passed over for promotion. He
fully expects to be denied promotion
as long as he maintains his stance.
Annis believes that many professors allowed themselves to be
pressured on the issue because of the
nation 's economic situation. Presently

many universities dismiss tenured
faculty, usually in the humanities,
because of the university's funding
cutbacks. "Financial exigency is one
reason allowed for dismissal of
tenured faculty.
English professor Tim Hansen
believes that the new Code was
adopted because most of the faculty
did not want to fight the Trustees.
Hansen thought that he had a tacit
understanding with Dean Davis that
meetings would be set up with the
Trustee instruction committee to consider the issue. Davis, at last report,
had not yet considered the issue or
taken action.
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Punk trades originality for trends
by Gary Ong
Trail Staff Writer
Most punks today are a far cry
from the punks who first shocked the
world a few years ago. Society, in its
continuous assimilation of all things
new, has rendered punk harmless.
The lesson we can all learn from the
demise of the punk lifestyle is that
even the most radical trend can be
rendered mundane by its assimilation
into society. Today the word 'punk'
is used indiscriminately and often
combined with other terms especially,
in music. I have heard a band labeled
as a 'post-punk rock group',
whatever that means, and Rick James
calls his music 'punk-funk'.
But what is 'punk'? Punk can be a
style of dress, music, philosophy
(nothing as complicated as Kant), or
life. The punk lifestyle first appeared
among some poverty-class young
adults in New York, who were disenchanted and cynical about the world
around them. Unemployed and surrounded by hopelessness, the first
punks experienced life on a primitive
level and saw others as boring people
immersed in valueless pleasures, ignorant of the bitter reality of life as

crumpets traditionalism of their
violent, often unintelligible lyrics that
parents for punk.
results in a music as primal and urgent
as a punk life in the streets. Slam dan- It was when punk caught on in
England that it began to be
cing, a punk favorite, is a very apassimiliated into the main culture. My
propriate dance style for punk music.
first clue to this came when I went
Slam dancing is stepless, partnerless,
shopping in some punk stores in Lonand physical. Dancers crowd onto the
don
last summer. There were whole
floor and jump, run, or roll around inracks of matching punk shirts, from
to each other, as if in a contact sport
the ones with red paint around
set to music; hence the word, 'slam'.
simulated bullet holes to the ones
It can be too phsycial at times; some
with rips in the fabric of the sleeves
punks in London are fond of running
and chest. All around me, shockingly
across the room, diving into the

"Johny Rotton, on :e said, 'Sex is hardly worth taking my pants down for7"
crowd, and piling on. The lyrics and
titles of punk songs illustrate some
punk beliefs. For instance, the Dead
Kennedys do songs titled 'Lynch the
Landlord' and 'Kill the Poor.' For
punks, life is virtually meaningless.
They see all they do not have as unattainable, and anything they do have
becomes important. Former Sex Pistol
band member John Lydon, then
known as Johnny Rotten, once said,
'Sex is hardly worth taking my pants
down for'. Punks are in a double bind
psychologically—anything they do

"Punk music, too is a rejection of
modern production values."
the punks saw it. These opinions may
be the result of a 'sour grapes' reacLion by the punks to the possessions
of others that the punks themselves
could not obtain. For punks, the conventional look of a mainstream society
was a code to reject: they tore their
cheap clothes and butchered each
other's hair, taking pride in their
shocking appearance and showing disdain for modem conventions.
Punk music, too, is a rejection of
modern production values a raw, unfinished sound, often produced on inferior instruments, and coupled with

have is devalued by their possession
of it, and anything they don't have
they must devalue to hide their desire
for it. Hence there is no room for
anything meaningful.
Punk never caught on strong in
New York. Maybe New York isn't
bleak enough. The place where punk
first got real attention in the western
world was in big industrial cities in
England, like Birmingham. A high
unemployment rate, urban decay, and
the visibility of a staid, contented upper dass all helped to encourage
youths to abandon the tea-and-

DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS
WITH YOUR EATING OR WEIGHT?
Do you binge often? Are you overly concerned about your weight and
how much you eat? Do you starve yourself or use diuretics, excessive
exercise, vomiting, or laxatives to keep your weight down? If so, you
may be having problems with ANOREXIA OR BULIMIA. These are
LEARNED WAYS of trying to handle stress that you can overcome? For
competent counseling help, contact:

dressed people looked quietly for
deals in much the same way that a
housewife shops for bargains in a
grocery store. Goodbye to the days
when punks would tear their already
trashy clothes to show that they
didn't care! By the way, I ended up
buying a sleeveless yellow tigerstriped shirt—a steal at $8. Later,
walking the streets of London, I saw
two punks with leather jackets (not
cheap?) and matching red mohawks.
Other hairdos that I saw were quite
complicated and obviously took a long
time each day to arrange. These
punks, in contrast to the original
punks, were clearly concerned with
their appearance, and were simply
conforming to the standards of a peer
group different than the rest of the
population. Even the violence, often
associated with punks, took on a different nature. Early punks were angry
and emotional and often got carried
away, but later punks just used the
label as an excuse and a justification
for anything they did. The punks who
slam dance with the deliberate intent
to hurt others do so with no

understanding of the rationalization of
the original punks. In England, some
of punk's original meaning began to
be obscured by entrepreneurs selling
T-shirts and by delinquent youths
labeling themselves punks.
If punk left the United States as an
angry cry, it came back as a whimper,
a trend without much emotional content. There are punk clothing stores
and hairdressers, and punks on both
coasts. Many people use punk as an
occasional fashion, and many young
"punks" dress pseudo-punk with
clothes they bought with daddy's
money. Now punk styles are mixed
and combined with other styles, just
as punk music has been fused with
other music to create different sound.
The trend of wearing sweatshirts with
the hems cut off around the neck and
sleeves probably owes something to
the earlier punk torn-clothes style.
Punk now is being used as old
material to be drawn on in creating
new styles. Like rock-and-roll music
and blue jeans before it, punk, while
less prevalent, is becoming just
another way of dressing, just another
kind of music.
It's ironic that the punks who set
out to look different in the beginning
ended up being imitated as a
marketable fashion, but the force of
society is irresistible: it beat the punks
by joining them and diluting their uniqueness. Punks decided to look unique, lots of other people agreed with
them, and what they ended up with is
people who all look the same again.
Yes, the absorption of punk is ironic,
but the original punks will probably
be spared the trauma one might think
they would undergo; the punks probably don't care about being copied.

Bicyclists

Save $$$
Tacoma Bike challenges you to find lower prices

Ful Semce bike shop
(inthithng FREE pickup and

ery)

Open 9:30 a.m. a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 days a week
775 So. 38th, Tacoma, WA
-

CHARLES W. BRUNI, Ph.D.
Dr. Bruni specializes in work with eating disorders and the underlying
stress causing them. Call 759-7984 for further information or an appointment.

Present this ad for 20 discount
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Brass Quartet performs concert
The season premier concert of the
University of Puget Sound Faculty
Brass Quintet will take place Friday,
September 23, in Jacobsen Recital
Hall on the UPS campus beginning at
8:00 p.m. "Four Songs" by Charles
Ives and a neoclassical work by
Eugene Bozza highlight the first performance of the Brass Quintet.

including The Atlantic, The Kenyon
and Antaeus. Her first collection of poems, Portraits and

was published by Godine in
1982. She was a fellow in poetry at
the Bread Loaf Writer's Conference
and at Radcliffe College, and she has
given readings at several colleges and
conferences across the country. The
poetry reading is sponsored by the
English Department, the Women's
Studies Programs and the English Majors Association.
Elegies,

rt

will indude a work by Vik'tor Ewald,
an early 20th century amateur Russian
composer who wrote for a circle of
like-minded friends.
Upcoming recitals in the series include Marianne Weltmann, soprano,
presenting a German lieder recital on
Sept. 30: Margaret Ponach, flute,

presenting on all French recital of
classical pieces on October 27; an
operatic vocal soloist recital by
Tacoma's Joan Widen on November
4; and an evening of trombone music
with Stephen Fissel on November 11.
All of the recitals are free and open
to the public.

Love: Buscaglia 's specialty
by Jim Benedetto
Trail Staff Writer
We are one, after all, you and I;
together we suffers together exist,
and forever will recreate each other.
—Tielhard de Chardin

I normally find books on 'love' or
those that proclaim their authors experts on the subject, frivolous. Usually, they are entirely occupied with
stating the obvious, and are immersed
in cliche.
Given these facts, it was with
some surprise and not a little enthusiasm that I recently heard Dr. Leo
Buscaglia speak in Chicago on the
topic of 'Love'. The speech that I saw
was aired on public television here last
week, and it lost none of its impact
the second time around. I decided to
read one of Buscaglia's best-sellers,
entitled—you guessed it—Love.
The book, I found, was much like
the lecture. Just as the audience at the
lecture had laughed, cried and applauded, I too, while reading the
book, felt compelled to do the same.
Buscaglia's style as a writer is not
that unique; not that his admixture of
admonishment and anecdote is done

Trudy Schnackenberg will give a
poetry reading on Monday, Sept. 26,
at 4:00 p.m. in Jones 204. Ms.
Schnackenberg 's poetry has appeared
in numerous journals and magazines,
Review,

The University's resident ensemble
is comprised of UPS faculty and Seattle Symphony Orchestra members
Richard Pressley, trumpet; Richard
Werner, trumpet; Robert Bonnevie,
french horn; Stephen Fissel, trombone; and Philip Brink, brass trombone. Each of the musicians has performed with numerous orchestras
throughout the United States and each
is an active teacher and performer in
the Northwest.
Charles Ives, an influential
American composer, sought to portray
the philosophy of transcendentalists
such as Whitman and Emerson in his
music. Bozza is one of the bestknown of the 20th century French
composers allied with the Paris Conservatoire. In addition to the compositions by Ives and Bozza, the concert

Poetry reading

artlessly—far from it. Neither do I
find that his pronouncements on love
are any less obvious than those in
most books on love. His talent lies in
creating the sensation in his readers
and listeners that it is they who have
discovered, through some personal
revelation, the answers to the nagging
questions that plague us all.
The book, however, should not be
thought of as simply an event in personal aggrandizement. There is a subtle framework to Buscaglia's discussion. The book is truly informative; I
found that I had acquired a better
understanding of something that for
me had always been an amorphous
and confusing concept: love.
I found that I was more able to
recognize my needs as a person, and
my loneliness as an individual. I was
reminded that I had strengths as well
as weaknesses. As Buscaglia says;
"You are the best you. If you try to
be like anyone else, you will always
be second best."
Dr. Leo Buscaglia 's books, Personhood, Love, or his latest, Living,
Loving and Learning, provide a
fascinating look into everyone's
favorite topic—themselves.

The new Thursday Art Club exposes
students to the arts by enabling them
to visit museums, galleries, theatres
and artist's studios and to hear lectures at UPS by artists. All students,
regardless of their art background, are
encouraged to attend.
The Crazy 8's, a rock & roll band,
will play for the first UPS dance at 10
p.m. on Friday, Sept. 23 in the Great
Hall. One of the most popular club
bands in the Northwest, The Crazy
8 's just finished a summer tour in
Oregon and Washington. Admission
at the door is $ 1 .00 with sunglasses
and $2.00 without.

Pizza Tavern
- Big screen TV (M.T.V. in stereo)
- Video games and pooi tables
- Live Rock 'n 'Roll and dancing each weekend
featuring KICKER
Sept. 23-24
- Large selection of local and import beers
- Daily specials
(Fri. & Sat. $2.00 off any medium or
large combo)
- Mom 's famous sub sandwiches and pizzas

Bring all your friends
to Mom's
Jafco Plaza off 38th Street

475-4835
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Sonny Rollins: Saxophone colossus visits UPS
by Gary Ong
Trail Staff Writer

On Saturday the 24th at 8:30,
Sonny Rollins, described as 'the most
influential soloist during the late
1950's, will play his tenor saxophone
at the UPS Fieldhouse. Rollins, one
of jazz's great improvisors, plays with
a forceful, driving, and sometimes
deliberately harsh style and is known
for his long, complicated solos.
Rollins was born in New York City on
September 7, 1929 and was an accomplished musician by the time he
was 20, playing with musicians that
include Miles Davis, Thelonious
Monk, Dizzy Gillespie (who played
at UPS last year), and John Coltrane.
With his talent for improvisation,
Rollins had a pervasive effect on the
jazz world. It was on his album Saxophone Colossus, in the chart named

'I

stead of playing the melody verbatim,
Rollins embellished small fragments of
the melody. By not limiting himself to
melody, Rollins exercised more
freedom in his improvising, but didn't
have to sacrifice structural unity. All
parts of the solo were related to each
other because they were created out of
parts of the main melody, leaving the
solo one cohesive unit.
Gunther Schuller, a noted
musicologist, was the first writer to
bring attention to Rollins' revolutionary style. In an article in The Jazz
Journal, Schuller wrote that Rollins'
solos demonstrated structural
cohesiveness ... without sacrificing
expressiveness and rhythmic drive or
swing." Schuller added, "one has
come to expect [this] from the composer who spends days or weeks
writing a given passage. It is another
matter to achieve this in an on-the-

really didn't understand what I was doing until I read Gunther

Schuller... This thing about the thematic approach, I guess it's true,
but I had never thought about it: I was just playing it.'

that Rollins played the solo
written about more often than any
other solo in jazz.
Before Blue 7 musicians played
solos in two traditionally accepted
ways, each with its benefits and
drawbacks. The older swing-style
solo contained the melody of the song
in an ornamented, embellished, but
still recognizable form. This style
united the solo thematically with the
melody and gave the solo form, but
was limiting to the soloist because he
had to stay close to the melody in his
playing. The more modem style of
the time, the bop-style solo, had the
same accompaniment heard earlier
with the melody. However, instead
of playing the original melody, the
soloist would improvise his own
melodies freely over the chords in the
accompaniment. This style released
the soloist from the melodic limitations of the swing style, but lacked
cohesiveness; it had no internal structure and was unrelated to the melody
of the piece.
In Blue 7, Rollins fused the swing
and hop styles into a new style which
contained elements of both styles. InBlue 7,

spur-of-the-moment improvisation."
Rollins' reaction to Schuller's article was unusual. In the liner notes for
a reissue of Saxophone Colossus,

Rollins is quoted as saying, 'I really
didn't understand what I was doing
until I read Gunther Schuller.... This
thing about the thematic approach, I
guess it's true, but I had never
thought about it: I was just playing
it.' When Rollins attempted to play
the way Schuller said Rollins did, he
became distracted while trying to
think ahead. Rollins abandoned his
efforts, vowing never to read another
article about himself.
Sonny Rollins' genius lies in his
ability to create spontaneously and effortlessly (asiduous practice in advance allows him the technical skills
needed to exercise his imagination),
and with a clarity of form few jazz
musicians have achieved. While no
longer in the forefront of the jazz
movement, Rollins is still a vital performer and an audible part of the
heritage of jazz.

September 22nd

Dale Chihuly, Fine Artist in Glass
7:30, Rm. 006 McIntyre
September 29th
Gallery Tour: Chihuly show at
Foster White, and Pioneer Square,
Seattle
1:00 p.m. front of Kittredge

November 17th

Alan Liddle, Tacoma Architect
7:30 Rm. 111 Kittredge

Discussion; Planning for the Spring,
Fun and Food
3:30 Rm. 210 Kittredge

Bill Colby, printmaker and painter
3:30 Rm. 202-203 Kittredge
Octoher 20th

Family Dentistry
Telephone
272-2734

November 24th
Thanksgiving Recess

October 27th

December 1st
Seattle Art Museum
1:00 p.m. front of Kittredge

Seattle Center
Willie Seaweed,
Kuukuitl Indian Carver Exhibit
Visit New Seattle Theater
1:00 p.m. front of Kittredge

December 8th
Hoyt Corbut, Visitng Artist
on exchange from the University
of New Mexico
7:30 p.m. Rm. 111 Kittredge

Linda Farris, Seattle Gallery Owner
7:30 Rm. 111 Kittredge

Stephen P. Greiwe, D.D.S.

November 3rd
Kira Bacon, Tacoma Civic
Arts Director
TBA Rm. 111 Kittredge
November 10th
Ann Lee Reutlinger, trapunto
fabric artist
7:30 2nd floor Kittredge

fl'tnI,s'r #ctL,

()rtnlwr 14th

Evening and Saturday Appointments Available

1306 N. 1 St.
Tacoma, WA 98403

Art Club Schedule
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Its a doubly-thick version of our tamous original pizza.
\\ th 18 fresh toppings to choose from.
And u'H save $3 on a large, $2 on a medium, and $1 on a small
ith this coupon. So try one on for size tonight. It's angel food.
(hvhwI 2)t 11ikj

free delivery.

PIZZA HAVEN
PIZZA HEAVEN

acoma University
O Bridgeport Way W
564-4542
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Japanese House Reinstated

Study Break
a bang. A gunman from the PLO fired
at one of my dad's limousines. No
one was killed but our gardener was
slightly wounded by the blast.
"We had to fly to London to have
another limousine tailored to Dad's
specifications. While we were in
England, my brother happened upon
Stonehenge and discovered a pattern
in the rocks that could help determine
and predict droughts and floods. This
had an enormous impact on the world
hunger problem by allowing shipment
of food and water to devastated areas
prior to the disaster.
"Rolls Royce gave my father a 40
percent discount on the limousine
because it was the hundredth one he
bought from them. With the extra
money, my dad bought Jimmy and
me an airplane of our own and invested the rest in the market. Dad
cornered the world's silver market in
mid-July and had control of the
American wheat crop by August 21.
"Our family was on the news
regularly and each of us got big movie
contracts. My dad wielded so much
influence that he convinced the United
Nations to establish a single Earth
government. Once established, the
human race elected my dad to the post
of Emperor of the World. Dad decided that the world's capitol city would
be in here in this town so Jimmy and I
could be home in time for the beginning of school. That is what happened
on my summer vacation."
Okay. Maybe I stretched the truth
a bit. What actually happened, you
ask?
"Nothing."

by Steve Cam pion

"What I did on my summer vacation." That was the title of a paper of
mine eleven years ago. Here is the
text of that paper in its entirety:
"Nothing."
I always felt deprived back then.
All the other kids wrote about flying
to Michigan or New York or California for the summer. My family stayed
put in summer. The other kids wrote
about riding horses. I rode my bike.
The other kids talked about seeing
Old Faithful blow. I watched my
brother send homemade rockets fifteen feet in the air.
You can probably guess that those
essays were not my favorite school
projects. I never had anything to say.
When my summers started to get
busy—somewhere in my midteens—teachers suddenly stopped
assigning the essays. It hurts when
you are expected to write about
something when it did not happen and
then are ignored when something
does happen.
Maybe those kids back in elementary school had "nothing summers",
too. Maybe they just livened up their
summer vacation papers more than
me. Maybe their trips to Disneyland
were actually drives past a TV station
that showed Disney cartoons on Sunday night. Maybe the horseback rides
were actually atop their fathers'
backs.
I would like the chance to go back
and punch up my old papers to give
them more excitement. What fun
summers we could have had!
"My summer vacation began with

For the first time in almost a
decade, UPS has a Japanese House.
Renewed interest in study of the
language has facilitated the house's
return to the Language House Program and enthusiasm is high among
the students, faculty, and administrators involved.
The house of ten years ago was
dropped when the health of then Professor of Japanese, Seiichi Niwa,
began to decline. The house 's
reinstitution was preduded for many
years by a lack of interest in the
language and an overwhelming demand for the three other languages offered here at UPS.
Michel Rocchi, director of the
Language House Program, cites four
major factors which have facilitated
the reintroduction of the house this
year. The first of these is the presence
of a dynamic instructor on campus.
Second, the importance of the Pacific
Rim area in international relations and
business is becoming increasingly evident. Numerous governmental studies
lament the general lack of fluency in
foreign languages among Americans.
The third factor is the recent addition
of a Asian language requirement for
the Asian Studies major, and the last a
growing frustration in the Foreign
Language Department, members of
which have long felt its offerings to be
too narrow in representing only
French, Spanish and German.
Japanese instructor Judy Tyson is
teaching both beginning and secondyear courses in Japanese this term.
This is Tyson's second year at UPS.
She has an MA in Japanese Language

Ups and downs of life are normal
but inner peace and harmony are natural.
allowing you to have more of the ups in life
and reach more of your potential.

and Literature, and lived and taught
in Japan for four years. Tyson
developed an interest in Asia after
spending six months in Japan on an
undergraduate study abroad program.
She hopes to set up a similar sort of
program here for students interested
in Japan study travel. For now,
however, Tyson hopes the Japanese
House will serve as a center for interest in Japanese studies on campus.
The Japanese program at UPS has
grown rapidly. An extra section of
101 had to be added this fall to accommodate student interest. Tyson
hopes to add a third-year cour,e eventually, particularly since two Tacomaarea high schools are interested in
beginning programs in Japanese. UPS
already has an exchange program with
Pacific Lutheran University, whereby
students enrolled at PLU can take
Japanese here and UPS students can
attend the Chinese courses offered at
the other school.
As is true with the other Language
Houses and courses, the reasons
students give for enrollment are many
and varied. Some are second and third
generation Japanese who wish to
renew ties with their heritage, some
see the East as having great potential
for futures in international business
careers and others simply have an interest in the culture of Japan.
Whatever the individual motivations, the Japanese program is growing. This semester the Japanese
House, located at 1128 N.
Lawrence, is holding conversations
each Tuesday at 5: 15. These sessions
are open to the entire UPS community. More information is available
through the Foreign Language
Department at 756-3186 or from
students at the Japanese language
house, 756-4175.

The UPS Counseling Center
can help you find what you are looking for.
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TYPEWRITER "TUNE UP" - $12.50

PALl \'E'4AN / (]IARIAJITE RAMPLING / Jk 4ARDEN I
JAMES MASON / THE VERDICT / MILO OSHEA
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BACK TO SCHOOL CLEANING SPECIAL ON ALL MAKES
OF MANUAL OR ELECTRIC 'ORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

I

THE TYPEWRITER SHOP
4304 Sixth Avenue
'Iicomci 756-0700

I

(one block east of Stevens)
• blow out dust, lint, & erasures
• minor adjustments included
• wash type faces & rubber parts • ribbon/parts extra, if needed

i
I
I

Mr.

SMiTH CORONA
authorized dealer
UPS students, faculty, staff

Offer expires 10/31/83

10% discount with coupon

UPS shows
'The Verdict'
In ''The Verdict," Paul Newman
stars as Frank Galvin, a disillusioned,
ambulance-chasing attorney who
becomes involved in a controversial
lawsuit. For Galvin, this is not an ordinary case. It is his last chance for
personal and professional redemption—and he wants to go to court and
win!
See "The Verdict" in McOOO at
6:00, 8:30, and 11:00 on Friday
and Saturday, and at 6:00 and 8:30
on Sunday.
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League change puts Loggers in Tacoma Dome
by Greg Worden
Trail Staff Writer
In a move designed to generate
revenue and increase student involvement, the Board of Trustees elected to
change the league and conference affiliation of the Logger football program. The team has stepped down
from the ranks of National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) division
two in order to compete in National
Association of Inter-Collegiate

Athletics (NAIA) division one, and in
a parallel move, joined the Evergreen
Football Conference.
The move from an NCAA to an
NAIA affiliation will mean that, on
average, UPS will face smaller schools
which award less financial aid, than
the Loggers formerly encountered.
The new link with the Evergreen
Conference, which also includes
Eastern, Southern, and Western
Oregon, Oregon Institute of

lie's a Marine Officer Selection Officer. And he's got the
answers to your questions about becoming a Marine Corps
Officer. He can tell you:
• You'll start off making more than $17,000 a year
U You could sign up for the undergraduate Officer Commissioning Program and earn
$100 a mon th whil e in school
• You could complete your
~
basic training during the summers before you graduate
4
wi th no school-year training

Fnj , d th

Technology, Central and Western
Washington, and Simon Fraser, gives
the Loggers a chance to compete for a
conference title, in addition to a national playoff berth.
Whereas, in the past, the team
often traveled to California and other
surrounding states, play will now be
confined to conference rivals and other
Northwest NAIA schools. While
these NALA teams now on the Logger
schedule may not have the size or

talent of those which used to face
UPS, the athletic department doesn't
expect the relative quality of Logger
Football to suffer.
Athletic Director Jack Ecklund
predicted that the Loggers will face
"tough, fierce competition playing
aginst schools with good programs."
In evaluating the effects of the
change, Ecklund particularly stressed
the new opportunity to play
crosstown rival PLU in the Tacoma
Dome.

• You could get free civilian flying lessons and be
guaranteed ffight school upon graduation from college
He'll also tell you first hand what it's like to be a Marine
Corps Officer. And that he's only looking for a few good men
to fill these positions. Are you one of them?
Maybejmi can be one ofus.

3

See Your Selection Officers, Capt. Rasmussen & Capt. 'Ilk
On 9/29, 10/14, 26, 12/1 or call (206) 442-7710.
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PLU plows UPS

Sports Beat
Sports Beat is a weekly column
devoted to coverage of those sports
often overlooked at UPS. Schedules,
announcements, and notices can be
included if delivered to The Trail by
noon Tuesday of each week.

by Colleen Baker
Trail Staff Writer
The 1983 volleyball season is
underway and the UPS women's
volleyball team, with five returnees
from last year's squad and some promising freshmen, looks forward to a
winning season. Seniors Patti Brabec,
Lisa Cook, and Eve Valentine along
with sophomores Duffer Heilers and
Kari Howland are all back this year,
and coach Scott Cubberly sees real
potential in freshman Annette Humbard.
All of the returning players start for
the Loggers with the exception of
Heilers who is out with an injury.
Humbard replaces her in the starting
line-up. ''Kari is the quarterback,"
says Cubberly. She sets the ball for
attackers Brabec and Cook. ''Patti is
a powerful hitter," states Cubberly
and of the duo he says, ''a lot of
teams wouldn't have two that were
that good."
Humbard and Valentine are less
experienced players but they are
"really coming along" according to
Cubberly. Erin Hiney, another promising freshman, has been injured of
late as has Cook. Cubberly says that
once the team gets its injured players
back, it will have the depth to
challenge two-time district champion
Simon Fraser University for the title.
"By the end of the season we'll be
significantly better than we are
now," says Cubberly, "This will be
a good season for us."
The Lady Loggers began their
season with a trip to California early
in September to play in a tournament

at UC Davis where they were up
against tough competition from
NCAA division H teams. The tournament offered excellent experience and
prepared them for a league schedule
where they also face some tough competition from Whitworth, Gonzaga,
and SFU.
Cubberly ranks his team second in
a sub-district which includes PLU,
SFU, Seattle University, and Western
Washington University and among
the top five of the ten teams which
make up the district. The Loggers
have two big home matches coming
up, Friday, September 30 they play
Gonzaga and October 1 they take on
Whitworth. Both matches begin at
7:30 in the UPS Fieldhouse.

WEEK'S EVENTS

Friday, Sept. 23:
Women's Volleyball—Simon Fraser
at home
Saturday, Sept. 24
Football—Whitworth at home
Men's Soccer—at Simon Fraser
Women's Volleyball—UPS Warmup
Tournament
Cross Country—Green River College
Invitational
Sunday, Sept. 25:
Women 's
Soccer—Western
Washington at home
Tuesday. Sept. 27:
Women's Volleyball—at University
of Washington
MEETINGS
Bowling Team—call Marilyn at
Chalet Bowl
Lacrosse—Tonight at 7:00 p.m.
SUB Lounge
Ski Team—Tuesday, Sept. 25
This column provided by your local
DOMINO 's pizza delivery service.

by Ron Schmoll
Trail Staff Writer
Before an excited but well mannered record crowd of 14,830 at the
fabulous new Tacoma Dome Saturday
night, the favored and seemingly
overconfident Logger football team
fell prey to a pumped up and
religiously inspired Lute team 13-10.
At half-time the Loggers led 10-7,
and the majority of the fans crowding
the concession stands seemed as confident of victory as the players in the
locker room. A quick glance at the
half-time stats, however, told a different and more dismal story.
The preppie boosters understandably had lots to cheer about, as interceptions run back for touchdowns
are usually much more exciting than
long, well engineered drives (which,
incidentally, the Loggers had trouble
putting together all game), but they
tend to come few times during the
course of the season. As the Loggers
were about to take the field in the second half, I asked one of the coaches
how he thought the game was going
so far, and if they were planning on
staying with their present strategy of
pass ... pass ... pass. ''We don't
have enough points yet," he replied,
and added, "What we do in the second half will largely depend on how
they adjust to us offensively."
Instead of worrying so much about
the Lute defense, the UPS brain-trust
should have been concentrating on
how to stop the Lute offense. Our
JUNIORS AND SENIORS, LIBERAL
ARTS MAJORS, BUSINESS MAJORS AND
ACCOUNTING MAJORS. Here is your
chance to quiz employers who talk to
thousands of college students each year.
Discover the secrets of successful interviewing. Attend the RECRUITER PANEL,
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27th from 2:00
-4:00 p.m. in McIntyre, Rm. 006.
Representatives from Aetna, Savin, and Peat,
Marwick and Mitchell Co. will share their
professional insights into the hiring process.
Immediately following the panel you will
have an opportunity to talk informally with
the panelists; refreshments will be served.
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one block west of McCarvers
2209 N. 30th
coma, Washington
Phone 272-5677

Posters, Fine Art Prints,
Custom Framing and Gallery
Coupon applies to custom metal framing only.
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Offer expires October 15, 1983.
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worthy cross-county rivals rushed 23
times for 108 yards, and passed for
another 80 in the first half. The Loggers, on the other hand, limped to a
whopping total of 5 yards on 17 tries
and merely equaled the Lutes 80
yards through the air. At this point.
Coach Simonson was probably
wondering if the renewed rivalry,
having gone so well for the Loggers in
the past, was a good thing ... but the
Loggers did do a few things at least
half right.
Defensively they were awesome.
or so it seemed from the stands, but
explaining why PLU 's Jeff Rohr gained 90 yards on 16 carries in the first
half might be tough even for the
greatest of debate teams. Fortunately
for the Loggers, linebackers Smith
and DeCarteret saved face by picking
off two passes for a combined total of
76 impressive yards and one
touchdown. UPS could have used
their make-shift skills in the second
and final half.
Unfortunately, the only roar the
UPS gridders were to hear in the second half, aside from the pandamonious PLU fans, was again
spelled R-O-H-R, an all too prominent member of the PLU backfield.
Rushing 20 more times for another 87
yards on the ground (bring his game
total to 1 77) the soon-to-be-sainted
workhorse also did their punting,
averaging 40.4 yards, including punts
of 67 and 52 yards, kicked off, and
kicked the game-tying, and gamewinning field goals (the first two of
his career). About the only thing he
didn't do was sell popcorn during
half-time.
Conversely, UPS went from bad to
worse. The mediocre passing game
became sporadically sub-par, and the
seemingly non-existant running game
continued its drudgery of inadequate
short gains. The Logger offense game
within striking distance many times
only to be denied each time by the
Lutes' fired-up defensive units. With
time running out on the Loggers in
the fourth quarter, the Lutes proved
unstoppable. Mr. Everything, Jeff
Rohr, put the final fateful 3 points on
the board as the Loggers scrambled
for field position—too little, too late.
Outside the locker room after the
game, Coach Simonson took some of
the burden off the players saying, ''I
did a terribly job coaching." "I
won't tell you what they were, but
there were a number of calls I made
that I would call back if I had a
chance." "The Lutes did nothing to
surprise us," he continued, ''they
just did it better than we thought they
would. We're a good team and 1
wouldn't count us out this season.''

The Com b~~aWt Zone

The Combat Zone is intended as

a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of the
newspaper. Any resemblance to
any person, place or thing is
purely coincidental.

Student suggestion invited

Dean c a lls for uni*form experience
Forward thinking art majors have
initiated new projects in Kittredge this
week: designs for uniforms to make
the freshman experience under the
proposed White Paper even more
cohesive. ''The project was my
idea," says Dean of Students David
Dodson, who has been visiting Kittredge frequently this semester. "I
realized that a uniform freshman experience could be a freshman uniform
experience as well. Freshmen in
uniform will be able to identify each
other at a glance and this will encourage them to provide support and
counsel to their peers. Upperclassmen
will become equally adept at spotting
the less experienced students, and

since they know freshmen do not have
access to rooms other than those at
the dorms, they will be less likely to
influence freshmen by imposing
drugs, drink, and sex on them."
Most of the uniform designs have
been based on recent fashion trends
such as punk, Western, and preppy.
Dodson himself admits a preference
for crisp olive and khaki colors, and
earlier this week he advised one art
instructor to fail a girl who proposed
unisex pink neckties and headbands.
A small group of art majors who
describe themselves as "leftists" submitted plans to allow freshmen to
wear whatever they wished, but after
a meeting with Dodson the students

Andropov to speak
at fall convocation
Soviet leader Yuri Andropov has
been selected to speak at next year's
fall convocation, the Dean of
Students' Office announced today.
Andropov, who will speak on his new

book, International Diplomacy and
Air Traffic Control, was chosen
because of his reputation as an engaging speaker, according to sources in
the Dean of Students' Office. "The
early selection was prompted by last
week's editorial in the Trail, commented a member of the President 's
staff who did not wish to be identified. ''The selection committee saw
the wisdom in an early invitation,"
said this source. ''After all, Andropov
is in heavy demand these days and his
speaking calendar fills up fast."
Andropov accepted the invitation
immediately, citing his love for the
Pacific Northwest as the main reason
for agreeing to the visit. ''I've always
had a soft spot in my heart for Hokkaido," said Andropov in his letter of
acceptance, ''but the people of
Tashkent tell me that Seattle is a really great city."
Freshmen will be required to buy
the book, available only from dealers
authorized by the Soviet embassy.
Through special arrangement,
methbers of the university community
will be able to order the $25.00 work
right here on campus. Make all checks
payable to "Soviet Consul, c/o The

Puget Sound Trail."
In addition to his convocation address, Andropov will lead a number of
co-curricular seminars while on campus. With members of Safety and
Security and AFROTC, Andropov
will conduct a seminar on "Aviation
training, administrative techniques
and enforcement policies." A debate
with C&TA Professor Kris Davis on
"Media Blitz: Propaganda and Student Activities," is also scheduled.
The Thompson Hall Science Seminar
series plans to feature a forum entitled
"Defensive One-Up Manship"
which will allow students a chance to
question the Soviet leader on fine
points of missile design.
In another response to last week's
editorial, the planning committee for
the convocation has apparently decided to eliminate the academic processional leading up to the event. "We
decided to make the entrance more
appropriate to our chosen speaker,"
said one member of the committee.
"Faculty and freshmen will be flown
into the fieldhouse by a fleet of
SU 1 20s."
Andropov, who will fly into Seattle on Korean Airlines, will be housed
in Harrington Hall during his stay.
"We figured the atmosphere there
would make Yuri feel right at home,"
commented a member of the Dean of
Students' staff.

admitted their proposal was a joke.
"We didn't see that the ultimate aim
of the assignment was to promote
University spirit," confessed one student, who preferred to remain
anonymous. "Once we took the project seriously, we created designs that
would make us proud to look like
everyone else."
Though Dodson admits the adoption of uniforms for the freshman class
is still an idea open to discussion,
several administrators support the
proposal. "Having uniforms may insure that more students finish their
freshman year so that they can have a
plainclothes experience as
sophomores," says one official.
"Eventually we may build up to a
system in which the color of clothing

reflects a student's class, major, and
even grade point average—what an
incentive to achieve, eh?"
To insure that the entire student
population is allowed to provide input
on the matter of student uniforms,
Dean Dodson has opened the design
competition to all members of
ASUPS. "I especially wish we could
have some submissions from the
ROTC program," says Dodson.
Drawings, which are being accepted
at the Trail office, must not exceed
5" X 7" and must be labled with the
artist's name, class and student I.D.
number. Obscene drawings will be
dismissed from the competition and
attached to the student's permanent
file in the Dean's office.
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Application blank:
Name.....................................................
Student I.D..................................................
Uniform title: ................................................
Political affiliation: ............................................

